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Our project framework

20 million visitors in 2018

High-tech orientation
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The challenge

Air traffic increased 13% in the 1st half of 2018

Travelers' identities needed to be verified with a new border control system.

Faster

More secure

State-of-the-art
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Our solution

INFRASTRUCTURAL MEGAPROJECT

1.200 WORK STATIONS
2 DATA CENTERS
140 MOBILE KITS

airports  sea ports  land border posts
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Milestones

- Detailed functional specifications
- Sites preparation/and roll-out
- Go-live: System in production in 15 airports (manual inspection)
- Installation of VeriGO® eGates
- Integration of VeriGO® Inspection Kits
- Operators training

Fast and smooth implementation of tailor-made solution
Solution elements

Building blocks for Morocco border control

Manual Border Control

Automated Border Control

Location Level Management

Border Control Backend Servers

VeriGO® Verification Platform
Recommended system architecture
Decentralized with central data hub

Central BCS Location

BCS Central Server

Data replication

Additional Systems

EEMS Database
Stop List
InterPOL
VISA Information System

BCS Location Server

Primary Inspection Station
Primary Inspection Station
Secondary Inspection Station
Back Office Station

BCS Border Location #1

BCS Border Location #n

Data replication

Primary Inspection Station
Primary Inspection Station
Secondary Inspection Station
Back Office Station
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Efficient border control processes

Manual inspection

VISOTEC document reader
Ranked top by the EU’s border agency, FRONTEX
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Automated border control

VERIDOS’S eGATES

Efficient and secure border control process supporting high volumes of travelers
Reliable and efficient border inspection on the go
Securing all borders – any place, any time

VeriGO® Inspection kit
An all-in-one portable identity verification solution including biometric check capabilities
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The benefits

- Improved passenger checks
- More secure borders
- Future-proof system
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